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Abstract

Bottom-up, chemical methods to control the morphology of semiconductor nanostructures are a promising complement to the top-down fabrication techniques that currently dominate the semiconductor industry. Among bottom-up techniques, nanowire (NW) growth using the vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) mechanism has received great attention. In this Highlight article, we review our recent progress toward understanding the microscopic processes that govern VLS NW growth, doping, and dopant modulation. Quantitative measurements of Si NW growth rates and P dopant profiles under a range of synthetic conditions are interpreted with a kinetic analysis of VLS growth that includes the microscopic reactions of incorporation, evaporation, and crystallization. The analysis allows us to identify synthetic conditions that yield both diameter-independent growth rates and abrupt, diameter-independent dopant transitions. The optimized conditions allow precise, sub-10 nm morphology to be encoded along the growth axis of Si NWs, enabling the bottom-up chemical nanofabrication of complex structures that are typically fabricated by high-resolution, top-down lithography.
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Introduction

Precise patterning of semiconductor materials utilizing top-down lithographic techniques is integral to the advanced electronics we use on a daily basis. However, continuing development of these lithographic technologies often results in the trade-off of either high cost or low throughput, and three-dimensional (3D) patterning can be difficult to achieve.\(^1\) Bottom-up, chemical methods to control the 3D nanoscale morphology of semiconductor nanostructures have received significant attention as a complementary technique. Semiconductor nanowires (NWs) grown by the vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) mechanism are an especially promising platform because the wire composition can be modulated during growth and the high aspect ratio, one-dimensional structure enables integration in a range of devices.\(^3\)\(^,\)\(^4\) Although many NW-based technologies have been demonstrated, including photovoltaic devices,\(^5\)\(^-\)\(^7\) waveguides,\(^8\)\(^,\)\(^9\) sensors,\(^10\) and thermoelectrics,\(^11\)\(^,\)\(^12\) they have generally been limited by the cylindrical “wire” morphology and inability to create the diverse range of arbitrary structures and shapes routinely fabricated by top-down methods.
Figure 1. Encoding Complex 3D Morphology in Si NWs. (A) Left: Schematic illustration of NW growth including rapid modulation of P dopant incorporation to form heavily-doped n-type (n) and undoped intrinsic (i) segments that are selectively etched using wet-chemical methods to form a grating. Right: SEM image of a grating-encoded nanowire; scale bar, 200 nm. (B) SEM images and phosphine flow profiles for the synthesis of Si NWs with complex morphology. The measured phosphine flow profile used to encode the morphology of each segment is depicted in red to the left of each SEM image; all scale bars, 200 nm. The flow rates vary from 0 to 20 sccm for each NW. (C) Upper: SEM image of a grating-encoded NW more than 50 µm in axial length; scale bar, 5 µm. Lower: Higher magnification SEM images of select sections of the NW in the upper panel; scale bars, 200 nm. Adapted with permission from reference 13. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.
Recently, we developed a technique to synthetically encode arbitrary 3D morphology with sub-10 nm resolution in VLS-grown Si NWs. This technique, termed ENGRAVE for Encoded Nanowire Growth and Appearance through VLS and Etching, is a two-step process, illustrated in Figure 1A, that leverages precise incorporation of P dopants during VLS growth and dopant-dependent, wet-chemical etching that selectively removes lightly-doped regions of the NW. As shown by the gallery of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images in Figure 1B, the range of morphologies accessible by this technique is exceptionally diverse, including periodic (images 1-4) or asymmetric (image 5) gratings, nanogaps with gap sizes smaller than 10 nm (images 6-7), suspended nanorods (image 8), and sinusoidal profiles (images 9-10). Moreover, these structures can be encoded with high fidelity over length scales exceeding 50 microns, as illustrated by the SEM images in Figure 1C. Each type of NW structure can enable a new class of NW-based technology.\(^\text{14}\) Importantly, the precise control afforded by the ENGRAVE process allows rational design of nanostructures that are tailored to address specific scientific and technological challenges.

The fidelity of ENGRAVE structures is predicated on precise control over two aspects of NW growth. First, the NW growth rate must be uniformly controlled in order to encode segments of precisely-defined length. Second, the P doping level and the abruptness of dopant transitions must be controlled to precisely modulate the etch rate and thus morphology of a given segment. In this Highlight article, we review our recent progress on understanding the microscopic processes that facilitate VLS NW growth\(^\text{15}\) and doping,\(^\text{16}\) enabling high-fidelity ENGRAVE nanostructures.
VLS Growth Kinetics

As illustrated in Figure 2A, we utilized ENGRAVE as an analytical tool to probe VLS growth kinetics by encoding sequential n-type and intrinsic segments in NWs at a variety of temperatures (365-480 °C), SiH$_4$ partial pressures (0.1-1.6 Torr SiH$_4$) and NW diameters (30-200 nm). Quantitative SEM image analysis of wire segments from each distinct growth condition, as exemplified in Figure 2B, was used to produce a comprehensive set of NW growth rate data across more than 65 different synthetic conditions. NWs grew along the [111] or [112] directions; however, we speculate the effect of crystal direction on growth rate is minimal given the extremely narrow distributions of nanowire growth rates presented below.

Figure 2. Determination of Si NW VLS Growth Kinetics. (A) Upper: Schematic illustration of alternating n-type (n) and intrinsic (i) segments encoded sequentially during VLS NW growth at temperatures of 420, 405, and 390 °C. Sections denoted $\Delta T$ are not drawn to scale and correspond to regions over which the temperature was lowered.
at a rate of 1 °C/min. Lower: Illustration of the NW morphology that results from etching in aqueous KOH solution, which selectively removes intrinsic sections (red) of the NW.

**B** False-colored SEM images of a Si NW ~80 nm in diameter with sequential segments encoded at 420 (left), 405 (middle), and 390 °C (right). Growth times in minutes are denoted beneath each segment, and all segments were grown at a SiH₄ partial pressure of 0.4 Torr and total pressure of 40 Torr; scale bars, 250 nm. Analysis of these type of SEM images yielded quantitative temperature- and diameter-dependent growth rates. **C** Plot of growth rate vs. temperature for NWs 80 nm in diameter grown with a SiH₄ partial pressure of 0.4 Torr; error bars reflect two standard deviations (2σ). The solid green line represents a fit to the Arrhenius expression. Inset: activation energy as a function of NW diameter, as determined by fits to growth rate data for NWs 30 to 200 nm in diameter. **D** NW growth rate as a function of diameter for temperatures of 390 (diamond), 420 (square), 435 (triangle), 450 (inverted triangle), 465 (star), and 480 °C (circle). Dashed lines represent a fit of the data at each temperature using the equations developed in the kinetic analysis. Adapted with permission from reference 15. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.

Temperature-dependent growth rate data from a single NW diameter (80 nm) at a single SiH₄ partial pressure (0.4 Torr) is depicted in Figure 2C and is representative of the data acquired at other synthetic conditions. The data is well fit to the Arrhenius expression and produces an activation energy of 22.9 ± 1.0 kcal/mol, which is in good agreement with literature values. Arrhenius plots were created for additional diameters and partial pressures (not shown), and, surprisingly, we observed a diameter-
dependent activation energy, as shown in the inset of Figure 2C. We attribute this
diameter dependence to the enhanced catalytic activity of small diameter metal
nanoparticles.\textsuperscript{23, 24} Although this effect produces a NW growth rate that depends on
diameter, the magnitude is small compared to the diameter-dependent effects discussed
later in the text (\textit{e.g.} the Gibbs-Thomson effect) and thus can often be neglected.

Growth kinetics as a function of diameter for a variety of temperatures and a fixed
\text{SiH}_4\text{ partial pressure of }0.4\text{ Torr are depicted in Figure 2D. For lower temperatures of
390 °C and below, we observed diameter-independent kinetics. In contrast, for higher	
temperatures of 435 °C and above, we observed an asymptotically increasing growth rate
with increasing NW diameter. In a similar set of experiments at constant temperature (not
shown here),\textsuperscript{15} we observed diameter-independent growth kinetics at low \text{SiH}_4 partial
pressures and an asymptotically increasing growth rate with increasing NW diameter for
high \text{SiH}_4 partial pressures. Thus, the experiments demonstrate that the growth rate can be
diameter dependent or independent depending on both temperature and \text{SiH}_4 partial
pressure.
Figure 3. Kinetic Modeling of VLS NW Growth. (A) Illustration of the three key processes—incorporation, evaporation, and crystallization—that are used to model Si NW growth by the VLS mechanism. (B) Illustration of the key kinetic processes for the incorporation-limited (diameter-independent) regime, which is dominated by the rate of Si incorporation from the gas phase. (C) Illustration of the key kinetic processes for the crystallization-limited (diameter-dependent) regime, which includes rapid vapor-liquid equilibration and slower Si crystallization. (D) ‘Phase’ diagram depicting regions of temperature and silane partial pressure in which VLS growth is crystallization limited (shaded green), incorporation limited (shaded red), or intermediate (shaded blue). Red squares denote synthetic conditions with a diameter-independent growth rate, green
circles a diameter-dependent growth rate, and blue diamonds the transition between diameter-independent and diameter-dependent regimes. Adapted with permission from reference 15. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.

To interpret the growth rate data, we developed a kinetic analysis of the VLS growth mechanism considering the three simple microscopic processes—incorporation, evaporation, and crystallization—depicted in Figure 3A. In this framework, Si is supplied to the catalyst via the incorporation process, which consists of dissociative adsorption of SiH$_4$ gas on the catalyst surface and incorporation of Si into the liquid alloy. Si atoms may proceed through one of two reaction pathways once in the liquid alloy catalyst. The first pathway expels Si atoms from the catalyst as vapor-phase SiH$_x$ species through associative desorption at the catalyst surface, which we refer to as the “evaporation” process. Alternatively, Si may be added to the solid NW at the solid-liquid interface via the crystallization process, which elongates the NW.

This kinetic analysis$^{15}$ yielded an expression for the NW growth rate, $G$, of:

$$G \propto \frac{k_c k_i}{k_e + k_c/2} P,$$

where $k_c$, $k_i$ and $k_e$ are the rate constants for the crystallization, incorporation, and evaporation reactions, respectively, and $P$ is the partial pressure of SiH$_4$ in the reactor. Equation 1 also assumes that the NW and liquid droplet diameters are equal, which introduces the factor of 2 in the denominator. The kinetic growth model assumes a constant partial pressure of vapor-phase precursors and thus does not account for depletion or diffusional effects that might occur under higher temperature and pressure conditions. A more comprehensive kinetic analysis would also include dissolution of
solid Si back into the liquid catalyst, a process important for the solid-liquid-vapor etching process. However, in the current analysis, we assume the liquid catalyst is consistently supersaturated and assume that under these conditions the dissolution process can be accounted for in the effective rate constant for crystallization, $k_c$.

The temperature- and diameter-dependence of the NW growth rate (cf. Figure 2) arises through the three rate constants in equation 1. We assume that $k_i$ can be described by the Arrhenius expression, producing the diameter-dependent activation energies shown in Figure 2C. A similar Arrhenius dependence might be expected for the crystallization reaction; however, we approximated $k_c$ as temperature-independent over the relatively small temperature range used in this study because the energetic barrier to crystallization is expected to be substantially lower than the barrier to incorporation. Finally, $k_e$ is assumed to have an Arrhenius dependence on temperature and a dependence on $d^{-1}$, where $d$ is the NW diameter. The dependence on inverse diameter arises from the Gibbs-Thomson effect, which increases the vapor pressure of Si species in small diameter catalysts because of the curved liquid surface.

Analysis of equation 1 produces two limiting cases with contrasting NW growth characteristics. First, for synthetic conditions where $k_c >> 2k_e$, the growth rate becomes:

$$G \propto k_i P.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

In this limit, the growth rate is expected to be diameter-independent because $k_e$ does not appear in the expression. As illustrated schematically in Figure 3B, this limit may be considered an incorporation-limited regime because the growth rate only depends on $k_i$. Second, for synthetic conditions where $k_c << 2k_e$, the growth rate becomes:

$$G \propto \frac{k_i k_c}{k_e} P.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)
In this limit, the growth rate is expected to be diameter-dependent because $k_e$ appears in the denominator of the expression and carries the $d^{-1}$ dependence. As illustrated schematically in Figure 3C, this limit may be considered a crystallization-limited regime because the relatively slower crystallization rate (because of a lower rate constant) induces a dynamic vapor-liquid equilibrium, which causes all three rate constants to appear in the expression for the growth rate.

The experimental growth rate data may be interpreted within the limits of the kinetic analysis presented above. Figure 3D depicts a “phase” diagram, in which the measured diameter dependence at various synthetic conditions (cf. Figure 2D) was used to classify the NW growth kinetics as either incorporation- or crystallization-limited. We observe incorporation-limited NW growth at low temperatures and SiH$_4$ partial pressures (red region), while crystallization-limited growth is observed at higher temperatures and SiH$_4$ partial pressures (green region). These mechanistic insights guide the choice of synthetic conditions to be used for ENGRAVE structures, for which a diameter-independent growth rate is preferred.

**Dopant Modulation during VLS Growth**

Precise control over dopant incorporation during VLS growth is required to optimize the abruptness of interfaces and create high resolution ENGRAVE structures. The synthesis of radially uniform doping and abrupt axial transitions in NW heterostructures has been a long-standing issues in the NW literature.\textsuperscript{32-42} Non-uniform radial dopant profiles, showing for instance increased P concentration at the NW surface, can arise from vapor-solid (VS) overcoating. Broadened material transitions along the
wire growth axis can result from the ‘reservoir effect,’ in which the liquid catalyst acts a reservoir of material after the gas-phase precursor is removed.

**Figure 4. Evaluating and Modeling the Uniformity and Abruptness of P Dopant Profiles.** (A) EDS image, showing P counts in green, for an n-type/intrinsic/n-type wire with a ~100 nm intrinsic section; scale bar, 50 nm. (B) SEM image of a NW, grown under the same conditions as in panel A, after wet-chemical KOH etching; scale bar, 50
nm. (C) Top: PH$_3$ flow profile (red curve) in units of sccm for the n-type/intrinsic/n-type sections shown in panels A and B. Middle: diameter profile (black curve) derived from the SEM image in panel B and best fit$^{16}$ (red dashed line). Bottom: P counts (green curve) derived from the EDS image in panel A and best fit$^{16}$ (red dashed line). (D) Logarithmic plot of the axial VLS NW growth rate (red circles and right-hand axis) and the radial VS overcoating rate (black squares and left-hand axis) as a function of inverse temperature. Dashed lines represent the best fit to the Arrhenius expression, yielding an activation energy of 42 ± 3 kcal/mol for VS overcoating. Adapted with permission from reference 16. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.

We evaluated the uniformity and abruptness of the dopant distribution in ENGRAVE structures using a combination of energy dispersive x-ray (EDS) mapping in a scanning transmission electron microscope and SEM imaging following wet-chemical etching.$^{16}$ A high resolution EDS map of the P-dopants in an n-type/intrinsic/n-type NW (Figure 4A), combined with a SEM image of the corresponding structure after etching (Figure 4B), show two distinct features. First, the dopants appear to be highly uniform in the radial direction. The radial uniformity results from the choice of a growth temperature, 420 °C, that minimizes vapor-solid overcoating on the wire surface while maintaining a reasonable axial growth rate, as shown by the Arrhenius plot in Figure 4D comparing the radial overcoating and axial growth rates. Second, the EDS map and the SEM image exhibit abrupt transitions with characteristic lengths of ~5 nm at the n-type/intrinsic as well as intrinsic/n-type transitions, as shown by the dopant and diameter profiles in Figure 4C. Surprisingly, these short transitions show none of the expected
broadening from the reservoir effect, which is known to produce material transitions on much longer length scales comparable to the NW diameter.\textsuperscript{32, 33, 36, 37}

**Figure 5.** Modeling Dopant Transitions in Si NWs. (A) Illustration of the key processes for describing the time-dependent P concentration in the catalyst and NW: incorporation, evaporation, and crystallization. (B) Plot of transition width relative to partial pressure of SiH\textsubscript{4} for 20 (blue), 40 (green), 60 (red), and 80 (black) Torr total reactor pressure. Blue square data points outlined in white represent transitions widths derived from EDS data in panel D. (C) Plot of transition width vs. diameter for NWs grown at a SiH\textsubscript{4} partial pressure of 0.4 Torr and a total reactor pressure of 20 (green) or 80 (black) Torr, as well as a SiH\textsubscript{4} partial pressure of 2.0 Torr (red) and a total reactor pressure of 20 Torr. Black dashed lines are the best linear fits to each data set, and shaded areas represent one standard deviation error in the fit. (D) EDS images (top) and plot of relative atomic counts vs. axial length (bottom) for NWs grown at a SiH\textsubscript{4} partial pressure of 0.4 Torr (left, green) and 2.0 Torr (right, red) at a total reactor pressure of 20 Torr,
with growth rates of \(~100\) and \(~500\) nm/min, respectively. Adapted with permission from reference 16. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.

In order to understand the abruptness of the dopant transitions, we expanded the kinetic analysis of VLS growth presented above to include P dopants.\(^{16}\) As illustrated in Figure 5A, in addition to the three microscopic processes of incorporation, evaporation, and crystallization for Si species, we also consider the corresponding processes for P species. The complete kinetic analysis\(^{16}\) produces a transition width, \(\lambda\), between n-type and intrinsic sections of:

\[
\lambda = \frac{k_{c} \varphi_{Si}}{3(2k_{PE} + k_{PC})} D, \tag{4}
\]

where \(k_{PC}\) is the rate constant for P crystallization, \(k_{c}\) is the rate constant for Si crystallization, \(k_{PE}\) is the rate constant for P evaporation, \(\varphi_{Si}\) is the volume fraction of Si in the catalyst, and \(D\) is diameter of the catalyst. The factors of 2 and 3 arise from the assumption that the liquid catalyst is hemispherical with a diameter equal to the solid NW diameter. Equation 4 predicts the transition width will scale linearly with diameter \(D\), as expected for the reservoir effect. However, the abruptness is also affected by the prefactor in equation 4, which is determined by the rate constants \(k_{PC}\), \(k_{c}\), and \(k_{PE}\). To understand the absence of the reservoir effect under optimal ENGRAVE synthetic conditions, we considered the limiting behavior of these rate constants.

The limits of equation 4 were examined under the assumptions that \(k_{c}\) and \(\varphi_{Si}\) were non-zero (i.e. the wire is growing and the catalyst is a liquid alloy). First, for synthetic conditions where \(k_{PC} \gg k_{PE}\), the transition width becomes:

\[
\lambda = \frac{k_{c} \varphi_{Si}}{3k_{PC}} D = \frac{1}{3} \beta \varphi_{Si} D, \tag{5}
\]
where $\beta = \frac{k_c}{k_{PC}}$ is the segregation coefficient for crystallization of Si and P in the NW (i.e. the ratio of P concentration in the liquid to P concentration in the NW). In this limit, the transition width is linearly dependent on the NW diameter, and the reservoir effect cannot be suppressed. Second, for synthetic conditions where $k_{PE} \gg k_{PC}$ the transition width becomes:

$$\lambda = \frac{k_c\phi_{Si}}{6k_{PE}}D.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

In this limit, $\lambda$ goes to zero if $k_{PE} \gg k_c$, and the reservoir effect is fully suppressed.

As depicted in Figures 5B and 5C, we measured the transition width of etched NWs grown under a range of synthetic conditions, including NW diameter, growth rate (i.e. SiH$_4$ partial pressure), and total reactor pressure, in order to explore the predictions of the kinetic model developed above. We observe three distinct regions, labeled as I, II, and III in Figure 5B and color coded green, yellow, and red, respectively, in Figures 5B-C. The first region (I; green) corresponds to low total pressures (<40 Torr) and relatively slow grow rates (<300 nm/min). The transition widths in this region are abrupt (<10 nm) and diameter independent. The second region (II; yellow) corresponds to low pressures with intermediate growth rates and high pressures with low growth rates. These synthetic conditions produce a broadened transition (~10-25 nm) that scales linearly with NW diameter. The third region (III; red) corresponds to high NW growth rates at intermediate to high pressures. The transitions in this region are broad (>30 nm) and diameter-dependent. As shown in Figure 5D, these results were confirmed by high resolution EDS maps collected from region I (left image and green trace) and region III (right image and red trace), which produce transition widths of ~4 and ~30 nm, respectively.

The three regions shown in Figure 5 can be understood from the limits of the
kinetic analysis. Region III corresponds to a regime where P evaporation is slow and P crystallization dominates (equation 5), which produces broadened transitions. Region II corresponds to synthetic conditions where the rate constants for P evaporation and crystallization are similar in magnitude (equation 4). Finally, region I corresponds to synthetic conditions where P evaporation is the dominant microscopic process (equation 6). The relatively low pressures and growth rates in region I favor evaporation of P from the catalyst and allow the liquid catalyst to rapidly achieve equilibrium with the gas phase upon removal of the P precursor, which produces abrupt transitions in the NW.

Outlook and Summary

In this Highlight, we have reviewed our recent progress on understanding the microscopic processes and mechanistic details that underpin VLS NW growth and modulation doping. The combination of experimental measurements over a broad set of synthetic conditions and detailed kinetic modeling permit the choice of optimal synthetic conditions to design ENGRAVE nanostructures with sub-10 nm morphological features. We expect the analyses and processes presented here to be generalizable to many classes of NWs grown by a VLS mechanism. For instance, other Si-based material systems, such as B-doped Si and Si-Ge alloys, have been shown to resist etching in aqueous KOH solution. However, these materials will require careful consideration of synthetic conditions to avoid vapor-solid overcoating on the NW surface\(^{43,44}\) and, for B-doped Si, to achieve sufficiently high B concentrations that will serve as an etch stop.\(^{45,46}\) In addition, alternate etching techniques can be considered. For example, Ge-rich portions of SiGe NWs may be selectively removed using a gas-phase HCl etch.\(^{47}\) Moreover, the ENGRAVE technique is not necessarily limited to group IV materials. The etch rate of
III-V materials in a bromine wet etch is known to depend on the group V element, and extending ENGRAVE to III-V materials would enable a variety of applications that utilize the direct bandgap of most III-V semiconductors.

The ENGRAVE process allows the rational design of nanostructures with morphologies tailored to address specific scientific and technological challenges. Several proof-of-principle applications have already been demonstrated, such as bottom-up resistive switches and plasmonic antennae. We anticipate the ENGRAVE technique can be broadly applied to many areas of nanotechnology, including nanoelectromechanical systems, field-effect transistors, nanophotonics, solid-state memory, thermoelectrics, and biological interfaces.
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